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NLP·Supported Full Text Retrieval

Michael PIOTROWSKI

Ahstracf. This article analyzes the usefulness of NLP techniques for text rctricval and
presents a ne\\' rcscarch project, which tries to take iota account the results of the analysis,
namely by repiacing stemm..ing with full morphological analysis.

Résumé. Cet article analyse les méthodes de traitement automatique du langage naturel
(TA LN) en ce qui concerne leur utilité pour la recherche textuelle. Il décrit un projet de
recherche nouveau qui essaie de prendre en considération les résultats de cette analyse,
particulièrement en remplaçant la «troncation» par une véritable analyse morphologique.
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1. What is Information Retrieval'!

While information can be encoded in many forms, most of the
world's information is probably stored in documents wrillen in natmal
language. 1\vo major tasks for information retrieval (IR) are therefore
text retrieval (as opposed to the retrieval of other fonus of information)
and document retrieval (i.e. the retrieval of full documents, as opposed
to, e.g., automatically generated abstracts). Note that text retrieval and
document retrieval are not synonyms but sub-areas of IR, although this
distinction is not always observed.
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1.1. The Traditional Approach

A traditional text retrieval system works as follows: first, all docu
ments to be retrieved-thc so-called docl/ment collection-are scanned in
various ways for indexing tenllS, usually words or phrases. ll1e indexing
tenns are supposed to represent the content of the document. A user
qucry is processed in a similar way to extract ql/ery terms which are then
matched against the indexing tenns. In response to the query the system
returns a set of referenees to documents in the document collection whieh
are considered relevant to the query.

A system working exactly as described above would not yield optimal
results. Quite early on in the development of text retrieval systems,
methods were devised to improve the search results, and especially to
cope with the problem of vocabl/lary mismatch (described below). Apart
from statistical enhancements, like relevance feedback, which are not the
tapie of this article, COllnnon extensions are stop-won/lis/s, t!lesauri and
stelJ1JJling.

1.2. Retrieval Enhancements

While natural language is the encoding most easily nnderstood by
humans, it ean pose scrious problems for machines. Natural language is
characterized by a high degree of redundancy on the one hand, but on
the other hand, much of the information is only implicit and can only
be understood with a knowledge of the world. For example, users of
IR systems are not looking for strings of characters but for concepts.
If a user issues a query for cars, it normally doesn't mean that they
are interested in every occurrence of the string Hc-a_r_s", but rather in
documents concerned with the concept of self-propelled land vehicles,
which can be partially-not exhaustively-described with the words car,
aUIOJ1lObile, pickup, millivall, but maybe also bl' BMlV, Hyulldai, or set
of wheels. A text about cars obviously doesn't need to mention the word
c(lrs even once. On the other hand, despile the high frequency of cars in
this text, il obviously isn't a text about cars.

TIle problem that the user uses a word or wordform in their query
that doesn't accur in the text, is referred ta as vocabulary 111ismalcfl.

Stemming (the "cutting off" of amxes) tries to account for morphological
variation while thesauri are used ta handle lexical variation.

Some people wouId describe the use of stemming and thesauri as
natural lauguage processing (NLP) but in faet stemming is not really
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linguistically motivated, and it covers only a tiny fraction of morphology.
A lot of work has already been done on the elfects of stemming on IR
performance, nnfortunately most of it for English, which has a relatively
simple morphology. Consequently, il is still disputed whether stemming
is useful, because the results for English are equivocal. Church (1995)
cven concludes fram these results that ail NLP for retrieval is more or less
useless:

111ese results [claiming that stemming produces !ittle if any im
provement in precision/reeall] are disturbing for lhose of us work
ing in nalural language processing (NLP). If it is hard la show that
something as simple as stemming is helpful, how ean we possibly
justify our interests in more challenging fonns of naturallanguage
processing such as part of speech tagging, ward sense disambigu
ation, synonymy, phrase identification and parsÎng'?

TIlere is, however, considerable evidence (Pohlmann: 1997, Sheridan
and Ballerini: 1996, Choueka: 1992, Popovic and Willett: 1992) for the
usefulness of stenlllling for other, more inflectional languages. What
was also found out in these experiments is that for languages whieh
have a productive composition pracess, compounds must be handled as
weil. TIlÎs shouldn't be a surprise, though, as stenlllling was clesigned
for English, where affixation is nearly the only morphological pracess.
Il is probably clesimble ta handle affixation and composition (and other
morphologieal pracesses) in a unifonn way on a linguistic basis.

TIle use of thesauri massively reduces the precision of the IR system
and generates hypotheses about the concepts the user is looking for, which
may not be true. Furthermore, not onIy does this reduce precision but it
potentially adds highly ranked false matches ta the retrieval results where
the user can't see why they were retrieved and cannot aclapt and refine
their queries.
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2. NLP in Text Retrieval

Michael PIOTROWSKT

2.1. Syntactic and Semantic Analysis

NLP researchers tend to consider conventional retrieval systems
"inadequate for the obvious reason that they do not do NLP, and so
cannot tell a Venetian blind from a blind Venetian" (Sparck Jones: 1997).
11le logical consequence is that syntactic and semantic relationships are
tried to be made expliciL Actual systems implement this approach to
various degrees: 11le CLARIT system and experiments based on it (e.g.
Evans and Zhai: 1996) aim jnst for a shallow understanding of the texts
by approximating concepts through the analysis of the pluasal structures
of the documents. At the other end of the spectrum lies the FERRET
project (Mauldin: 1991), which aimed at a higher level of conceptual
understanding.

Semantics, however, is a field which is not yet really understood,
especially for large quantities of free texL Systems that can handle at
least some aspects of semantics are too slow and unstable for industrial
strength IR.

Syntax is much better understood than semantics, and CLARIT, for
example, is a commercial produet, but most of the points which make the
use of semantics in production systems unwieldy (too ditlicult, too large,
too slow) also apply to syntactic analysis. Syntactic and semantic analyses
are also very expensive to adapt to multiple languages.

Furthermore, the use of syntax and semantics is based on the assump
tion that an indexing for retrievalmust directly and explicitly capture the
syntactic and semantÎc relationships contained in the documents, as it is
donc in manual indexing. However, it is not certain that this is absolutely
necessary; ta quote fram Sparck again:

[...] decades of past experiment have shawn {hat complex index
descriptions modelled on manual prototypes are far tao constrain
ing, while complex tCrIns (e.g. simple phrases with a head-lllodifier
structure) do not work much bettcr than coordinatcd simple tenns.
1l1ese llndings have been conl1rmed by tests under the current
ARPA/NIST Texl REtdvat Conference (TREC) evaluatiou pro
gramme, where many alternative specifie approachcs are being
assessed using very large full~text files.

(Sparck Jones: 1997, p. 13.)

An additonal point ta consider is that bath the users and the
data of text retrieval systems have changed: the World-Wide Web has
made text retrieval an end-user application nsed to retrieve short-lived
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multimedia documents in many languages out of a document collection
of nearly infinite size. And if you watch Web queries with WebCrawler's
(http://www.webcrawler.com/) Seal'ch Tickel', it is obvious that one and
two word queries are the most common type of query, which doesn't leave
much room for syntactic and semantic interpretation.

Although there are advances in the use of syntactic and semantic
analysis for use in IR, Salton and McGill's opinion from 1983 still seems
to be vaUd:

Various attempts have been made ta use simple syntactic analysis
systems in actual information retrieval situations. While linguistic
methods may cventually prove essential in automatic indexing, the
evidence available indicates that the simplified syntactic analysis
systems do not yet provide the answer. 111e frequency~based

phrase-generation methods are simpler to implement and are
curreutly more etleclive. (Sulton and McGitI: 1983, p. 91.)

2,2. MorphoIogical AnaIysis

Simple syntactic analysis may be useful for languages such as English,
where cornposition is mostly a syntactic process. ln languages sneh as
Gennan, however, where compounds are written as one orthographie
unit, morphology seems to be of much more inullcdiate value.

An approach that-to my knowledge-has not yet becn evaluatcd, is
not to use syntactic analysis, but to replace stemming-which is all'eady
known to be useful-with full morphological analysis. Morphology has
long been weil understood in traditional linguistics as weil as in com
putational linguistics, and there are implementations of morphological
gram mars which are potentially fast and stable enough to be used on a
day-to-day basis in a real-world IR system. Using morphology for tcxt
retrieval has-at least theoretically-all the advantages of stenuning, and
it is based on linguistic principles. If one is plamling to use syntactic
and semantic analysis one day, morphological analysis will be an essential
precondition anyway.
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3. Multilingual Aspects

3.1. Types of Multilingnal Support

In an increasingly global marketplace, there is another important
point to consider: multilinguality. Regarding their support for multiple
languages, IR systems can be classified into 3 categories, as illustrated in
figures 1, 2 and 3:
-Ianguage-dependent,
- language-independent,
- lllultilinguai.

Qllerics

Fig. 1.- Language-dependent IR

NLP-supported text retrieval is inherently language-dependent; afler
ail, NLP is always language-dependent. Language-dependent retrieval
systems are of limited practical use, though, because most document
collections today contain documents in more than just one language.

Language-dependent IR systems are theoretically able to achieve
very good search results for the language they're designed for. However,
if you have documcnts in more than onc language, you're forced to use
different systems to retrieve these documents, and you have to store the
documents in different collections. Otherwise, the retrieval system used
would have to identify the language of the documents to see if they
are equipped to handle il. If this is not done, i.e. if you l'lm language
depcndent IR systems on mixed-Ianguage document collections, and the
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Fig. 2.- Language.independcnt IR

systelll is nat aware that some documents are not written in the language
it knows, the results are unpredictable.

Conventional retrieval systems might be considered mostly language
independent, althongh most systems now contain language-depcndent
enhancements like stop-word lists or stemmers. A fully language
independent system can do nothing more refined than simple pattern
matching, thus delivering only average performance for ail languages
(assuming that this works equally weil for ail languages, which is not
the case). And of course, you have to formulate different queries to
retrieve documents in different languages; however, you do nat have ta
use different retrieval systems, as is the case for language-dependent IR,
bnt you do not get optimal results, either.

Truly multilingual IR is the most demanding fonn of IR. A multi
lingual IR system has to support at Ieast two langnages, and you can
enter your query in any of the supported languages and get ail matching
documents regardless of their language. For example, with a multilingual
IR system for German, English and French you could sem'ch for cars,
and also get German documents containing AllIo and French documents
contajning voiture.

3.2. NLP amI Mllltilillgllality

Syntax and semantÎCs are probably too expensive if they must be
provided for every supported language; morphology, however, seems to
be useful and not too difficult to be implemented for most languages.
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Qucrics
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Fig. 3,- Multilingual IR

Language-depeudent IR systems are uot commercially interest
ing anymore, except perhaps for some very specialized applications.
Language-dependent IR systems force their users to use ditferent systems
for other languages, which is unacceptable. Most users wouId probably
prefer a language-independent IR system, which yields worse results, but
they wouldn't have to learn a diJIerent system.

ll1e most desired-but not yet widely available-form of IR, how
ever, is certainly multilingual IR. NLP might actually help here: you
need some kind of language understanding anyway, so using true NLP is
probably the best solution.

4. The IRF/1 Approach To NLP-Sllpported IR

IRF/1 is a new research project at the Department for Computational
Linguistics at the University of Erlangen (CLUE), and will be mainly de
veloped in the author's master's thesis. ll1e main goal of the IRF/1 project
is to evaluate whether the use of NLP techniques, especially morphology,
can improve the retrieval performance and/or user-friendliness of a text
retrieval system. Another important aspect is to test the suitability of the
NLP components for use in the text retrieval environment, especially with
regard to their ability to:
1) Process large amounts of text,
2) Process unrestricted text. (See Evans and Zhai: 1996.)
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IRF/1 tries to take into account the problems outlined above: Il
doesn't try to understand the texts, but rather tries to optimize the "text
processing" part of the retrieval process by employing lllorphological
analysis based on "hard" lingnistics. Because il is based on linguistic
principles which are applicable to almost ail languages, it will be possible
to implement support for multiple languages in a unifonn way.
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Fig, 4,- Malaga Dcvelopment Environment

TIre basis for the linguistic components of IRF/1 is the lV/alaga
granllnar developillent system (Beute!: 1997, Schulze: 1997). Malaga
was deve10ped at CLUE and consists of a specialized programllling
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language far naturallanguage grammars, a compiler for that language, a
developlllent environlllent including debugging facilities, a visualization
tool (see figure 4), and libraries for using Malaga granmlars from C and
Perl applications. Malaga is based on the f01'lnalism of Left-Associative
Grallllllar (Hausser: 1989, Hausser: 1992), which is characterized by
formai simplicity and cOlllputational efficiency, while being linguistically
well-motivated. ll1e available granll11ars written in Malaga currently
include marphology grammars for German, Italian and Karean.

Malaga is freely available for research purposes, and l'ou are en
couraged to download the current version from our FTP server at
ftp://ftp.linguistik. uni -erlangen. dei to try out it for yourself.

IRF/1 will, in some ways, be similar to other current European
research Projects. Table 1 contains a point-far-point comparison.

Table 1

Comparîson of Text Retrieval Research

Arca
Systems

UPLlFr ElIroSPIDER IRF/1

NLP stcmming, stemmillg, morphology
dictionary-based dictionary-bascd
stemming stemllling

Phrase indexing no, rejected planned no

DictÎonary CELEXDutch CELEX German Proprietary

DictÎonary size
124,000 51,000 49,000

(stems)

Dictionary size
380,000 360,000 unlimited

(wordforms)

Query processing expansion normalization normalization

Multilingual planned J'cs planned

Uniform approach NIA no phmned
for ail languages

Automatic
language no no planned
identification

Fallback for
unsupported NIA NIA planncd
languages

Available no yes, commercial no
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Conceptually, the IRF/1 approach can be described as follows (see
figure 5): the incoming documents are analyzed morphologically and the
base forms of the words in the documents are stored in the index. ll1e
procedure for a query is similar: the words of the query are reduced to
their base fonns and these are then looked up in the index.

8-· ?
CD

Documents Morphological Analysis Database Morphological Analysis Query

Fig. 5.- Conceptual View of IRF/1

Although morphological analysis is used, there will be no syntactic
analysis. 1l1is has several reasons:
- according to Salton (Salton and McGill: 1983), and more recently,

Sparck Jones (Sparck Jones: 1997) syntactic analysis does not signific
antly improve search results;
in the UPLIFTproject (Pohhnann: 1997) it was found that it is possible
to somewhat inlprove precision by using syntactic analysis, but that
it adds too much computational overhead to be usetul for WWW
applications;
typical end-user queries are too short for syntactic analysis.

At the moment il seems to be more sensible to try to use mor
phological analysis in the places where stemming is currently the most
popular method. Stemming is not really NLP, and especially the handling
of compounds is often stacked on top of it instead of being integrated.
The UPLIFT and ElIl'OSPIDER projects proved that the recognition of
compound constituents is important for both Dutch and German. If you
consider compounds like Lebensversicl1erungsgesellschaft (German for
life inslIl'ance company), il becomes clear why it is necessary for retrieval
systems to be able to identify the constituents. IRF/1 will address this by
applying "deep" morphological analysis to the documents.

As you can see from table 1, a normalization approach will be taken
for query processing. lllÎs means that only base forms will be stored
in the index, which can greatly decrease its size; this is important when
document collections become very large. Since morphological analysis
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provides information about the part of speech (POS) or word class of
a word, it is possible to employa list of stop classes, i.e. those word
classes which have only or mostly grammatical functions, or are generally
useless for retrieval purposes due to their frequency, like detenniners or
prepositions. Stop classes are similar to stop words-which couId be used
at the same time-but allow to control the inclusion or exclusion of large
numbers of words with a single list entry. Naturally this further reduces
the size of the index.

Recognizing that lIlultilingual applications will be rather the rule
than the exception in the future, IRF/1 will be designed from the
ground up to acconnnodate Illultilingual applications. To ensure language
independence, IRF/1 will, when cOlllpletely implelllented, automatically
detect the language of a document, and accordingly use the language
specifie methods available for that language, or fall back to a generic
mode when none are available. Furthermore, IRF/1 will use the Unicode
character set (TIle Unicode Consortium: 1996) for its index and will be
able to convert to and t'rom other character sets for input and output.

5. Conclusions

Il is still disputed whether NLP techniques are usefuI for IR.
Different experts in this area often hold widely varying views.

Instead of making l'et another aHempt at finally determining the
usefulness of NLP for text retrieval, the IRF/1 project simply tries to
optinùze the positive results of stemming for languages morphologically
richer than English by replacing it with fullmorphological anall'sis.

Although syntactic analysis will not be llsed in the first version of
IRF/1, it willnevertheless be extensible by syntactic grammars wrillen in
Malaga. BI' using a grammatical forlllalislll powerful enough to poten
tially describe ail naturallangllages, and by not restricting the document
collection to only contain 8 bit characters, IRF/1 will hopefully be able to
laya solid foundation for future multilingllal retrieval applications.
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